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Award Designation and Category: GOLD Pharmaceuticals 
 
Campaign Title: Moments of Stress  
 
Year the campaign took place: 2020 
 

 
 

Brand: Boehringer Ingelheim (Gastrogard/Ulcergard) 
Creative Agency: VMLY&R  
Media Company/Agency: 
Research Company: 
Additional Affiliated Companies:  
 
 
Summary of the marketing challenge, methodology, insight 
discovered, creative execution and business impact. 
 
Horses are the majestic, near-magical portrait of the frontier. Most people 
don’t know that evolutionarily, horses are also prey animals, and they live 
on constant alert. This disposition for stress often leads to equine gastric 
ulcers, a painful and debilitating injury that horse owners often don’t 
recognize.  
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Despite horse owners’ powerful bond with their animals, we suspected they 
didn’t realize the impact everyday stress triggers could have on their horse 
or how prevalent gastric ulcers really are in all horses, not just performance 
horses.  
  
Together with secondary research, we surveyed 400 horse owners to learn 
about their experiences in the first months of COVID. What we found was a 
massive gap in understanding of how changes in routine equate 
to equine stress.  
  
Building on this insight, we developed a creative platform and 360-campaign 
for Boehringer Ingelheim, educating both horse owners and vets on the 
“Moments of Stress” that they weren’t thinking about and could often lead to 
ulcers in horses. Internally at Boehringer Ingelheim, this platform and 
extensions rallied the field team around ulcer education, increased treatment 
with the gold standard Gastrogard® (omeprazole), prevention 
with Ulcergard® (omeprazole), and ultimately led to the roll-out of the U.S. 
campaign globally.  
  
 
Consumer Insight  
  
Stress often leads to debilitating gastric ulcers in horses, but their owners 
aren’t recognizing even the most common everyday stressors.   
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Marketing Challenge 
 
Every horse feels stress. Evolution has created a scenario where they live on 
high alert, ready to flip into flight mode at a moment’s notice to escape their 
historic predators — even if that “wolf” is a rustling branch, puddle or simply 
a change in routine. Meanwhile, grazing for hours daily on grasses, their 
stomachs produce more than 16 gallons of acid every day. That volume of 
acid, paired with this predisposition for stress, often leads to gastric ulcers. 
The resulting pain can cause extreme changes in behavior, reduced 
performances and even personality shifts.  
  
Meanwhile, not surprisingly, 2020 put horse competitions on hold. Travel 
reduced to nothing. Normally, horse shows are a major impetus for ulcer 
treatment with GASTROGARD and ulcer prevention with ULCERGARD. Not 
only did sales tumble, but this new absence of showing could stress horses 
as much as if they had been competing normally.  
  
But horse owners weren’t thinking that way and communicating with them is 
a challenge in the best of times. Horse ownership numbers remain flat, and 
they’re a niche market that is dramatically fractured by discipline, style, and 
philosophy. The crux of one area of horsemanship — say, English dressage 
versus Western barrel racing — is unthinkable in another, so a keen 
understanding of the core horse-human relationship is key, plus leveraging 
that to relate to them on an emotional level. Additionally, building 
relationships with vets is a critical component in supporting horse owners in 
caring for their animals.  
  
We knew overcoming these barriers necessitated a multi-phased effort 
within the Moments of Stress campaign. Early messaging would urge stress 
awareness and prevention, to be followed by ulcer awareness, treatment, 
and equine gastric health advocacy through comprehensive management. 
But to really connect, we needed a fuller grasp of horse owners’ experience, 
and to know that first, we needed to hear directly from them.  
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Methodology  
 
Horse imagery is deeply polarizing and highly critiqued by anyone in the horse 
world who views it. The animal’s body shape, coloring, riding tack and even 
length of their mane can speak to or alienate entire sects of our 
audience. So, when it comes to marketing communications, high caliber 
stock imagery is extremely limited when considering 
viewers’ nuanced relationships around riding discipline, breed, style and, as in 
human health, how they see themselves. Working with a 
firmly limited budget, we needed to funnel campaign dollars toward media 
rather than a photo shoot, but we knew the right horse imagery remained 
key in landing our message.   
   
So, we scoured existing equine photographers to uncover an arresting visual 
approach with unexpected stopping power, surprising beauty, and the 
perfect perspective for drawing attention to equine gut health. This was no 
small feat. The stunning underbelly view featured in the Moments of Stress 
campaign not only spotlights the splendor of the horse in a rarely seen 
way, but it also centers, literally, on the core of the horse, keeping gastric 
ulcer care at center stage. Simple, specific moments of stress accompany this 
visual in copy.   
   
Creative ran in paid social, trade publications like The Horse, and in banners 
alongside custom articles. Accompanying those custom articles, horse 
owners and vet audiences could provide an email address to sign up for 
more information and self-identify as a horse owner or vet to receive more 
information tailored to them. We targeted horse owners with video and 
display banners based on interests, purchase history, keywords and 
geotargeting. Then, we created a digital look-alike audience to grow our 
universe and deliver more messaging, maximizing an extremely tight all-in 
media budget to connect with both horse owner and vet audiences over 
several months.   
   
Educating through paid media is only part of the equation, so we also armed 
vets with educational materials to discuss with horse owners directly. This 
included the true cost of using unproven products for the prevention and 
treatment of ulcers, as well as a comprehensive infographic of the full gastric 
health management cycle, integrating both medicine and environmental 
management in the care of their horse.   
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Creative Execution 
 
Horse imagery is deeply polarizing and highly critiqued by anyone in the horse 
world who views it. The animal’s body shape, coloring, riding tack and even 
length of their mane can speak to or alienate entire sects of our 
audience. So, when it comes to marketing communications, high caliber 
stock imagery is extremely limited when considering 
viewers’ nuanced relationships around riding discipline, breed, style and, as in 
human health, how they see themselves. Working with a 
firmly limited budget, we needed to funnel campaign dollars toward media 
rather than a photo shoot, but we knew the right horse imagery remained 
key in landing our message.   
   
So, we scoured existing equine photographers to uncover an arresting visual 
approach with unexpected stopping power, surprising beauty, and the 
perfect perspective for drawing attention to equine gut health. This was no 
small feat. The stunning underbelly view featured in the Moments of Stress 
campaign not only spotlights the splendor of the horse in a rarely seen 
way, but it also centers, literally, on the core of the horse, keeping gastric 
ulcer care at center stage. Simple, specific moments of stress accompany this 
visual in copy.   
   
Creative ran in paid social, trade publications like The Horse, and in banners 
alongside custom articles. Accompanying those custom articles, horse 
owners and vet audiences could provide an email address to sign up for 
more information and self-identify as a horse owner or vet to receive more 
information tailored to them. We targeted horse owners with video and 
display banners based on interests, purchase history, keywords and 
geotargeting. Then, we created a digital look-alike audience to grow our 
universe and deliver more messaging, maximizing an extremely tight all-in 
media budget to connect with both horse owner and vet audiences over 
several months.   
   
Educating through paid media is only part of the equation, so we also armed 
vets with educational materials to discuss with horse owners directly. This 
included the true cost of using unproven products for the prevention and 
treatment of ulcers, as well as a comprehensive infographic of the full gastric 
health management cycle, integrating both medicine and environmental 
management in the care of their horse.   
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Business Results/Lessons Learned  
 
In a year when the owner-perceived need for GASTROGARD and ULCERGARD 
was in freefall — sales plummeting dramatically in double-digits for each 
product — sales during our campaign window rebounded to exceed prior year 
numbers positively.   
   
The use of each product is so inherently connected to an event happening 
in real time that pent-up demand has less impact on the product lifecycle, 
even when horse shows picked up again, so this magnitude of sales impact 
surprised even us.   
   
The success of the Moments of Stress campaign also caught the attention of 
Boehringer Ingelheim Global Leadership, consequently extending the 
campaign into an international roll-out in support of a now top-3 priority 
brand for the entire company worldwide in 2021. The campaign delivered 
more than 12,000,000 impressions, with click-through and video completion 
rates exceeding most industry benchmarks, growing to as much as 4x-
benchmark in some campaign components. Social media alone drove more 
than 600,000 engagements. Unfortunately, due to a mid-campaign client 
backend migration, we were unable to report on site traffic analytics, but 
anecdotally the response was positive.   
   
Internally, the Moments of Stress campaign breathed new life into these 
extremely mature brands (20+ years) with a new approach, galvanizing 
organizational momentum with what our Client described as “exactly the story 
we needed to tell.” Equally important, we supported vets nationally 
in having more effective equine gastric health conversations 
with horse owners and helped relieve the unseen pain of horses during the 
most stressful year in modern history.   
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